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SAVING PET DOGS AND CATS
FROM VIVISECTION IN CANADA

This very short
story happens
to be true, it
happened
to Laurie
Bishop and
her 13 year
old Golden
Retriever
named
Royal. Royal
one day
wandered
off their
property; a
neighbour found
him but didn’t know where he lived so she called the
local animal control officer. Laurie began her frantic
search unable to find Royal she called the local
pound, but the pound keeper wouldn’t tell her what
had happened to Royal, so she contacted the people
at the Animal Alliance. They found out that shortly
after Royal had arrived at the pound he was illegally
sold to the University of Guelph for research, but as
he was too old to be used for research he was killed.
Laurie is devastated and heartbroken.

It appears that the
majority of dogs
and cats used in
Canada’s research
laboratories were
pets!

The Animals for
Research Act
mandates that
dogs and cats
unclaimed after
the legislated
holding period
must be sold to
the research facilities when
requested. The legislation stipulates that researchers
can buy a cat from an animal pound or shelter for $2
(£1.50) and a dog for $6 (£4.50).
The campaign led by the dynamic Animal Alliance of
Canada to outlaw this immoral practice is gathering
speed. The Green Party supports the ban and intense
pressure is being put on the Canadian Government
to stop the use of pet dogs and cats in research
laboratories. Graphic pictures of animal experiments
taken undercover by the IAAPEA’s Brian Gunn have
been used on Canadian television in an advertising
campaign.
We intend to fight until research on our pets has
ended for good. Pet dogs and cats need to be in our
homes and not imprisoned in laboratory cages in
vivisection laboratories.
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Imagine a door or gate has accidentally been left
open and your beloved dog or cat wanders out
and becomes lost. Accidents like this do happen,
you search frantically scouring the neighbourhood
putting up lost pet posters in your community visiting
the local animal shelters, but never finding your
beloved pet.
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ALTERNATIVES – MAJOR
BREAKTHROUGH IN
TOXICITY TESTING
Picture Brian Gunn / IAAPEA ©

Advanced algorithms working from large chemical
databases can predict new chemical toxicity better than
standard animal tests – suggests a study led by scientists
at the John Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health.

DOGS AND CATS IN
VIETNAM SAVED FROM
THE COOKING POT

These results are a real eye-opener, they suggest that
we can replace many animal tests with computerbased prediction and get more reliable results,
states the principal investigator Thomas Hartung MD
PHD, the Doerenkamp Zbinden Chair and Professor
of Environmental Health and Engineering at the
Bloomberg School.

The International Association Against Painful
Experiments on Animals has saved many dogs and
cats in Asia from the cooking pot. We are pleased to
report that after prolonged pressure from the IAAPEA
and other animal groups, officials in Vietnam`s
capital Hanoi are urging residents to stop eating dog
and cat meat. The Hanoi Peoples Committee said this
practice could tarnish the city’s image as a civilized
and modern capital. It highlights the fact that many
of the animals were cruelly killed.

MOST AMERICANS
NOW OPPOSE ANIMAL
EXPERIMENTATION
A new PEW survey reveals that the majority of
American’s - 52% in fact oppose the use of animals in
scientific research. This number is up from 43% who
held that belief in 2009.
These findings are consistent with overall trends
recruited in recent Gallup Polls which have shown
decreasing levels of support for medical testing on
animals since Gallup began Polling on the issue in 2001.
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There are currently around 1,000 restaurants and
markets that sell dog and cat meat or “Little Tiger”
as cat meat is sometimes known as on the menus!

THOUSANDS MORE
EXPERIMENTS
PERFORMED ON HORSES
IN THE UK
Researchers carried out 3,789,373 experiments
on animals in Britain during 2017 according to
Government statistics. The numbers have risen
by about 5% since 1987.
Horses were involved in 10,600 experiments in
2017 an increase of 18% from the previous year.
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HOW YOU CAN HELP
THE ANIMALS
Remembering animals in your Will is one of
the most powerful gifts a person can make
to stop animals being tortured in vivisection
laboratories.

Please leave behind a better world for
the animals with a gift in your will to the
International Association Against Painful
Experiments on Animals.

Many of our supporters are surprised when
they learn that gifts in Wills now provide
the International Association Against
Painful Experiments on Animals with over
half of the funds needed to save dogs, cats,
monkeys, rabbits, horses and other animals
from torture in the world’s vivisection
laboratories.
Even if you think you don’t have much to
leave, you would be surprised how a small
amount can save many defenceless animals
in research laboratories from cruelty and
abuse,
A gift in a Will is the lifeblood for the
International Association Against Painful
Experiments on Animals, funding our
ground-breaking undercover work and our
pioneering worldwide campaigns against
painful experiments on animals.

Your legacy can
make us unstoppable
in our fight to end
vivisection – for good.
Without your help
the voiceless
animals imprisoned
in laboratories have
no hope!
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Researchers do not want the general
public to know what really happens
behind the closed doors of their
animal research laboratories, they
have too much to hide!
A picture paints a story and can
evoke strong emotions of anger and
sadness which is a powerful way to
encourage people to act.
The International Association
Against Painful Experiments
on Animals has an extensive
International photo library which
holds the world’s largest collection
of animal experiment pictures and
has become a leading source for
high quality animal testing images
for the global media and animal
society’s worldwide.

Hi Brian
I hope that you are well – 2
things – we posted the video
we made with your photos on June
13th and The Humane Society
International has also been using
the video.
We’re still moving ahead with more
work – and GUESS WHAT – when
we re-inserted the disk of photos
of animals in cosmetic testing – it
snapped! We’re devastated and I’m
hoping that there’s a way that you
can share them with us again?
LUSH COSMETICS (CANADA)
Dear Brian
The collection of pics. you
sent to us has been passed
to me. Please could you forward a
number or call me, many thanks.
THE TIMES NEWSPAPER (UK)
Dear Brian Gunn
I received the DVD’s with
pictures. I would like
to thank you for the photos.
STICHTING ANIMAL RIGHTS
(THE NETHERLANDS)
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To publicise our iconic undercover
images of animal experiments the
IAAPEA have recently launched
5CD discs containing over 300 high
resolution images of laboratory
cruelty, taken undercover by Brian
Gunn. There are thought provoking
pictures of birds – cats – cows
– dogs – guinea pigs – hamsters –
mice – monkeys – rabbits – rats and
sheep along with the laboratory
equipment, they all have high
resolution images.
The world’s two largest animal
societies PETA and The Humane
Society International have used
our images in their campaigns.
The Humane Society International
have over 12 million supporters

Dear Brian
Thank you immeasurably for
the undercover DVD’s. It is a
great exposure work that is a great
asset in the sensitization of the
suffering of animals used in the lab
environment. Thank you so much for
your courage and bravery. I believe
some animals will breathe easier
because of this work.
AFRICA NETWORK FOR ANIMAL
WELFARE (KENYA)
Dear Brian
We do not know how to
thank you for giving us your
precious undercover photos that you
have taken risking your life.
From your letter we feel your strong
passion to save laboratory animals.
We will make better use of your
photos for our activities.
Thank you again for your kindness.
Best wishes
JAVA - JAPAN ANTI-VIVISECTION
ASSOCIATION
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GLOBAL MEDIA AND WORLDWIDE
ANIMAL SOCIETIES USING IAAPEA
UNDERCOVER PHOTOS

globally and offices all over the
world, they asked the IAAPEA to
sign an international photographic
agreement with them. As a result of
this legal agreement millions more
people all over the world will now
be viewing our powerful animal
experimental images.
Below is a small selection of thank
you letters from animal societies
worldwide, these organisations
have recently received our free
DVD box containing the
5 discs with over 300 pictures of
animal experiments and testing.

Dear Brian
I wanted to thank you
sincerely, not just for
sending the photos to us to use, but
also for your courage in undertaking
the task of getting these images. It
must have been very traumatic
getting into these places and of
course bearing witness to such
suffering.
With my gratitude and kindest
regards
HUMANE RESEARCH AUSTRALIA
Dear Mister Gunn
We have received your
sending including the CD
ROMS of your photos taken in labs
and we thank you very much for
them.
We are very grateful to you for your
confidence in our work and we can
assure you that we shall make good
use of them.
Faithfully yours so many thanks.
ONE VOICE (FRANCE)
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Dear Brian
We have received your
undercover photos of
animal testing. Thank you very much
for taking the time to send them to
us and giving us the permission to
use them.
Kind regards
ANIMAL POLITICS FOUNDATION/
PARTY FOR THE ANIMALS (THE
NETHERLANDS)
Dear Mr Gunn
You can rest assured that
these images will be used by
us to continue to turn public opinion
in our favour, and the sacrifice
you’ve made on behalf of animals
won’t go to waste.
NATIONAL ANTI-VIVISECTION
SOCIETY (AMERICA)
Dear Mr Gunn
Thank you very much for
sending the CD’s with
pictures. Thank you also for letting
us use them. When we do we will of
course mention the source.
Best wishes
GAIA – VOICE OF THE VOICELESS
(BELGIUM)
Dear Brian
Thank you for sending us
your discs of animal
experimentation photos, I appreciate
the effort you have undertaken to
obtain these photos.
IFAW (UK)
Hello Brian
Thank you for the present
you have sent.
We would like to use the photos
indeed!
Thank you very much for your
great work.
PEOPLE FOR ANIMAL RIGHTS
(GERMANY)
Warm thanks, Brian
We will be in touch.
QUAKER CONCERN FOR
ANIMALS (UK)

Dear Brian
Thank you too much for your
CD with photos of animal
experiments. We will definitely use
them in our information campaign.
CENTER FOR THE ETHICAL
ATTITUDE TOWARDS NATURE
(BELARUS)
Dearest Brian
Well......thank you!! We really
appreciate your kind
gesture.
As you surely know we are deeply
committed to the fight against
animal testing and we will strive to
make the best possible use of the
photographs you provided us with.
Once again Brian, thank you so
much.
INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATION
FOR ANIMAL PROTECTION (ITALY)
Dear Mister Gunn
We thank you very much for
sending us the pictures and
for the engagement for animals and
the courage you had to do them.
Best regards
LIGUE SUISSE CONTRE LA
VIVISECTION (SWITZERLAND)
Hi Brian
I am writing to respectfully
request permission to use
your photographs in a power point
presentation to an animal issues
thematic cluster (AITC) of United
Nations delegates, who are meeting
in July.
THINKING ANIMALS UNITED
(AMERICA)
Greetings Brian
We got your amazing
package of CD’s with photos
from various animal experiments.
Thank you!! We will certainly publish
them.
ISRAELI SOCIETY FOR THE
ABOLITION OF VIVISECTION
(ISRAEL)
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Dear Brian
I write to acknowledge safe
receipt of the 5 free CD
ROMS containing undercover animal
images which I note you are happy for
our organisation to use free of charge.
With all good wishes and thank
you for putting yourself under such
horrific circumstances to help bring
about awareness of the cruelty that
goes on behind closed doors.
ANIMALS VOICE (UK)
Hi Brian
Thank you for the CD ROMS
with pictures we received in
the mail today and the work you’ve
done. It’s always helpful to have a lot
of pictures and material to use and
choose from. Keep up the good work.
NOAH ANIMAL RIGHTS (NORWAY)
Hello Brian,
Thank you very much for
sending us your photographs
on disk: it’s very good of you. They
provide a shocking and eloquent
account of animal research as it
really is away from the journals and
PR and they’ve been very helpful
indeed to the VERO blog.
With thanks again and best wishes,
VOICE FOR ETHICAL RESEARCHOXFORD UNIVERSITY GROUP (UK)
Dear Brian
Thank you so much for the
CD’s of undercover pictures
of animal experiments. I just wanted
to let you know that we are using
several pictures in a TV ad about our
campaign; No Pets in Research.
We are so grateful for the work
you do and for making the pictures
available. Such pictures are very
hard to come by.
ANIMAL ALLIANCE OF CANADA
Hi Brian
Attached is our photo
licensing agreement.
Could you sign this when you have
a chance and send it back to me?
Let me know if you have any
questions or concerns.
Thanks so much Brian!
HUMANE SOCIETY (AMERICA)
HUMANE SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL
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CAMPAIGNING IN AFRICA
The International Association Against Painful
Experiments on Animals have been working closely with
the African Network for Animal Welfare for many years.
Great progress has been made with new animal
welfare legislation and the establishment of animal
welfare clubs in schools.
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Between the 3rd – 5th September 2018 the IAAPEA
helped sponsor the African Animal Welfare
Conference at the United Nations complex in Nairobi,
Kenya. This conference was organised by the African
Network for Animal Welfare and it was co-hosted by
the United Nations Environment and the Government
of Kenya.
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The focus of the conference was People, Animals
and the Planet; One Health, One Welfare. Over
300 delegates from 23 nations attended this very
successful event.

COSMETIC TESTING
IN EASTERN EUROPE
Over 40 countries have now made it illegal to test
cosmetics on animals, but to enact new legislation to
ban cosmetic testing on animals in Eastern Europe is
proving a lot more difficult.
The International Association Against Painful
Experiments on Animals is campaigning throughout
Eastern Europe to outlaw cosmetic testing on animals.
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Our Association has also launched a new project
with our member society in Belarus the (Centre for
the Ethical Attitude Towards Nature) to help sponsor
an information campaign in Belarus to highlight
the cruel practice of testing cosmetics on animals
and to campaign for new legislation in the Belarus
Parliament.
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IAAPEA ACTION
Torture knows NO frontiers
During the next 12 months over 150 million innocent,
defenceless animals will be abused in animal research
laboratories.
The IAAPEA is the only anti-vivisection organization which
has Consultative Status with the United Nations.
The International Association Against Painful Experiments on
Animals is the only International Organization campaigning
globally SOLELY for laboratory animals.
	Founded in 1969, the IAAPEA established World Day for
Laboratory Animals. Introduced in 1979, World Day for
Laboratory Animals is now a focal point for Actions Worldwide.
The IAAPEA fund humane medical research without cruel
animal experiments into cancer, heart disease, diabetes
and other illnesses.

President:
Ingrid Persson (Sweden)
Vice President:
Arisa Bunnag (Thailand)
Hibiki Kobayashi (Japan)
Sue Leary (America)
Chu Hua Zhang (China)
Secretary General and Editor
International Animal Action:
Brian Gunn (UK)
Scientific Director:
Dr Robert Sharpe (UK)

 he IAAPEA organises and finances groundbreaking
T
undercover work to obtain vital photographic evidence
of the cruelty involved in animal experimentation.
 ewspapers, magazines, politicians, animal organisations
N
and TV stations all over the world are using our unique animal
testing pictures — which the public were not meant to see.
 he IAAPEA initiated and fostered opposition to animal testing
T
in countries where previously there was little or no activity
on behalf of laboratory animals.
 he IAAPEA are not campaigning for larger laboratory cages,
T
but empty cages.
 lease remember the imprisoned laboratory animals in your
P
will and leave behind a better world for the animals.
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Dogs in Russian laboratories?
Monkeys in Chinese laboratories?
Cats in Japanese laboratories?

WE DO!
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Who cares about…

9 out of 10 animal experiments are performed without anaesthetics!
Your legacy will make a real and lasting difference by helping us
to end this barbaric cruelty and torture on animals in vivisection
laboratories worldwide.
It is of the utmost importance that those intending to benefit the
Association should state in their Will the Association’s full name and
address. Failure to use the correct title may lead to costly litigation
and the loss of the whole or part of the legacy.
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The International Association Against Painful Experiments on Animals
desperately needs your help to stop dogs, cats, monkeys, rabbits,
horses and other animals from being blinded, suffocated, drowned,
poisoned, starved to death, burnt, mutilated in barbaric surgery
or subjected to chemical and biological weapons and abused in
laboratory hellholes worldwide.

I give
• all the residue of my estate or
• a share (percentage) of the residue of my estate or
• the sum of (insert sum) or
• a specific gift (e.g. jewellery, property)
to the International Association Against Painful Experiments on
Animals, P.O. Box 14, Hayling Island, PO11 9BF, England.
and I declare that the receipt of the Treasurer or other proper
officer for the time being thereof shall be sufficient discharge
to my Executors.

With your help we can save the animals from vivisection and
torture. Only you can provide the vital funds.
Remember the International Association Against Painful
Experiments on Animals - in your Will and you will be
remembered forever - Thank you.

Websites: www.iaapea.com | www.animalexperimentspictures.com | www.stopprimateanimaltesting.com
www.stoptestinghouseholdproductsonanimals.com | www.cosmeticanimaltestingpictures.com
Email: iaapea@hotmail.com | Tel: 02392 463 738 | Int. Tel: +44 2392 463 738
PO Box 14, Hayling Island, PO11 9BF, England
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We earnestly ask all testators to use the following form of bequest.

